(CW586)
Senior Consultant - Executive Support - West End - £30000 - 40000 + commission
A great role to take over a hot client base. Due to the nature of how this company do business there will be no cold
calling just relationship building within existing clients and turning new queries into clients. It’s a dream role for a
quality driven temp recruiter.
My client is the best keep secret in senior support recruitment, they may not be a name you recognise however they
are very well known to their clients and candidates at placing EA’s and PA’s - the senior side of support.
The company Founded in 2009
12 people and growing with the best consultants
Recruit for world leading businesses at the senior end
Quality driven
Supportive
Based in beautiful offices in the West End
Use a human approach towards clients and candidates
They offer a very personal service tailored specifically to the needs of their candidates and clients
Like their consultants to have their own unique style and service

The Role To recruit temporary and interim senior level support candidates
To grow the clients they already have
Turning call in enquiries into long lasting clients
Work closely with one other temp controller
To know what good business is and be picky with who you work with
Candidate generation
This role can be a Consultant/Senior Consultant or Team Leader role
Be part of a successful team/be open to give/share ideas to consistently improve

You will need
1 year’s plus experience within support recruitment
Some of your experience to have been placing temps
Have a desire to recruit at the more senior level

To always give a high level of service
Have naturally high values and want to always do your best

If you want to be part of a successful grown up team that have work life balance this could be a great role for you.
Do contact me for more details cheryl@gsr2r.com 020 3889 1671

